Contact 07483 855 705

What we provide at AAA TECH DRONE SOLUTIONS

Corporate Solutions
Video content is a key component of any business’ digital marketing strategy. A video mixed
in with still photography gives the viewer a better understanding of your business and an
awareness of your products and services.

Building Inspection and Surveys
We can provide high-level aerial stills or videos of buildings, towers, with full roof surveys
and inspections.

Construction Sites
Construction site aerial photography can show every stage of a development from planning,
foundations and building, through to completion. There is no better way of getting an
overview of a construction site than by using aerial photography. Our time elapse packages
are fascinating to add to your marketing collateral.

Estate Agents
We produce dramatic aerial property photography and videos for residential estate
agents. Aerial videos and photographs capture the scale of the property, land, gardens and
surrounding area. From simple high vantage point to complete fly through.

Commercial Property
As commercial agents if you are selling or leasing commercial property, there is now a cost
effective way to produce stunning aerial photographs and videos of offices, retail parks,
industrial units, factories, farms and land.

360° Aerial Panoramas
Our stunning drone photography service produces high-resolution 360° interactive aerial
panoramic photographs to promote your business.
Our 360° virtual tours give you the feel of being there up high with a bird’s eye view, where
you can turn around 360° and look closely at every detail.

Agriculture
With our drones it is now easy to view any given land area and turn it into actual
data. Precision agriculture is now affordable using drone technologies.

Mapping
We fly our drones with a high-resolution camera to create 12 megapixel aerial photographs
for a wide variety of commercial mapping uses. We can measure and map hard to reach
areas.

 2D Mapping
We specialise in 2D mapping.

 3D Mapping
To maximise the detail of our 3D mapping we also take aerial images from points of
interest, flying around objects at different altitudes in addition to flying in the normal
overlapping regular grid pattern. These additional images add depth and detail to
the final 3D rendered model.

Sport, Travel and Tourism
Drone aerial photography and videography using unmanned aerial vehicles can now really
show the sports, leisure, travel and tourism industries from an exciting viewpoint, previously
only available from expensive helicopter shoots.

